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Libby, MT
July 2015Incident - USFS Libby, MTEquipment - Stihl MS361Elevation - 2000 ftTemperature - 85 FFuel - 91 Octane Ethanol Free Summary This is the response from the crew foremen. Fuel was bought at various times from same location. Some fuel bought as far back as January and some as recent as the first part of July.We were not working in hot black, we were doing project slashing on the district.Fuel level before the incident occurred at various fuel levels, usually shortly after the first tank of fuel was ran through the sawWe have had probably around ten separate saws with issue’s, ranging from fuel bubbling in the tank, saws running far from optimal and three or four tanks actually geysering.

NW of Fairbanks, AK
July 2015Incident - Aggie Creek Fire (BLM AK)Equipment - Stihl MS460Elevation - 1200-1400 ftTemperature - 82-85 FRH - 28%Fuel - ¾ full, 40:1 mix AFSSummary Craig IHC.  The crew had just been ordered to the top of a ridgeline to help contain some spot fires that were produced from a run to the top of the ridgeline and spotted over holding line.  One of the saw teams started up their saw (Stihl MS460) and noticed that the saw ran sluggish and was not wrapping out as usual.  The sawyer stepped back from the fires black edge and opened the cap to visually inspect the fuel tank when a fuel geyser happened.  The tank was 3/4 full of fuel. The sawyer was sprayed in fuel on his nomex shirt, gloves, and his face.  The sawyer was wearing BUGZ goggles at the time this happened and suffered fuel to the eyes.  The sawyer was treated with eye flushing by the crew EMT and a CA-1 was also filled out and filed with SMIS as precautionary measure.  The Sawyer did not suffer any injury and there was no fire as result of the fuel geyser. The previous week the crew had noticed that a few of the 5 gallon fuel cans provided by the cache were labeled 2013.  The fuel provided by the cache were also marked 40:1 mix ratio as well. 

Idaho City, ID
August 2016Incident - Pioneer FireEquipment - Stihl MS460Elevation - 7500 ftTemperature - 90 F

Elko, NV
July 2015Incident - BLM Elko, NVEquipment - Stihl MS460Elevation - 6500 ftTemperature - 90 FFuel - 1/2 tank Summary Cutting hot line for about 45 minutes. Chainsaw was not running right. Fuel stored at 5000 ft.

NE of North Folk, CA
July 2015
May 2015Incident - Willow PeakEquipment - Stihl M460

Sequoia and Kings Canyon, CA
July 2015Incident - Sequoia and Kings Canyon (NPS)Equipment - Stihl (New Cap)Temperature - 98 F

Fish Lake, UT
July 2015Incident - Pyramids FireEquipment - MSR bottleElevation - 7000 ftTemperature - 90 FFuel - Purchased in March 2015 in Boise, ID. E0 fuel Summary While performing initial attack duties on the Pyramids fire there was an issue with chainsaw operations, specifically fuel.  The fire was jumped by two BLM smokejumpers at 1715.  The chainsaw used for this IA was a Stihl 200T, which is a smaller arborist chainsaw frequently used in Great Basin Smokejumper operations.  The saw was initially used by one jumper to cut limbs off of a large juniper that had fire burning in and around it.  The saw functioned for a short period(less than half a tank) before quitting.  The jumper was unable to diagnose the problem and continued his work with a handsaw.  Approximately 20 minutes after the saw had been put down I arrived at the fire and attempted to diagnose the issue.  I decided to fill the tank with gas from a MSR fuel bottle.  All proper precautions were taken during fueling.  However it was noticed while pouring the fuel from the bottle into the chainsaw's tank that the fuel was bubbling, similar to soda coming from a fountain.  After filling the tank I began to secure the cap onto the MSR fuel bottle.  About two turns into securing the cap the saw gas began to profusely shoot out of the vent holes located on the cap.  I then threw the bottle a safe distance away and witnessed the fuel continue to vent out the cap for a couple a seconds.  After the fuel stopped venting I picked up the bottle and secured the cap.  In an attempt to get the saw running, the fuel that was in the chainsaw tank was discarded and a different fuel bottle was used.  We were unable to get the chainsaw running that day, the next morning the chainsaw started normally and was ran for a minute or so.  The elevation of the fire was 7000 feet and it was about 90 degrees when the above mentioned occurred.

DeBeque, CO
June 2015Incident - Dry CreekEquipment - Stihl MS460Elevation - 5000 ftTemperature - 80-85 FFuel - Purchased in March in CO Summary Hiked 30 minutes. Saw ran for a few seconds.  Saw had not been used prior.

Hotchkiss, CO
August 2008Incident - Oak Mesa FireEquipment - StihlElevation - 6800 ftTemperature - 96 FSummary Poor running saw.

Cuba RD, Santa Fe NF
July 2013Incident - Aragon FireEquipment - Stihl MS460Elevation - 6900 ftTemperature - 90 FSummary Vapor Lock

North Eastern Arizona
Equipment - Husqvarna 562Elevation - 9500 ftTemperature - 85 FSummaryWe have recently purchased 2 husky 562's one with a 20" bar and the other with a 24" bar. We are running them at an elevation of 9500' and afternoon temps around 85. We changed the fuel filters, tried opening the fuel cap after shutting them down, and are running a 32:1 fuel mix. These things run ok in the morning but as the day gets hotter they start vapor locking. Does anybody have any ideas?You can see it bubbling in the primer bulb. As for the tank, I slowly opened the cap and heard a pressure release, so I completely removed the cap and let it hang by the string. About 2 seconds later it's like old faithful geyser, about 10" high.

Northern Arizona
Equipment - Poulan Pro 5252SummaryIn my old (recently traded) Poulan Pro 525, the fuel would boil in the tank, it did not affect power or runing of the saw, but when I would open the cap to add more fuel the gas would boil over and get everywhere. I assumed it was the tank vent, which in this saw is the cap itself, I "unplugged" the tank vent and that stopped the boiling.  

Champion, PA
Equipment - Stihl 440SummaryI was cutting over at my friends house and my saw suddlenly shut off.  It was 80 degrees out and the gas was sitting in the sun on the truck and I pored it in and cut for about 5 min, and it shut off like it was out of gas.  I started it back up and kept cutting and it did it again, and I started it back up and finished cutting.  I cut for about 30 min.  Is the saw vapor locking or is it the gas making it vapor lock, because it was sitting in the sun on the truck? 

Newport, TN
Equipment - Stihl 357 XPSummaryI had a unusual occurence this past weekend, at least for me. Guy down the road had a large white oak he wanted down and gone, and I decided to take it down and haul it out on Saturday. It was warm, mid nineties, and i dragged along the 357XP for brush duty and the 372xp for the main stem.After a lunch break, the 372 refused to start. It would pop, run a second then quit. Exasperated, i pulled the fuel cap and whoosh! the entire half a tank ended up down my shirt. Refueled, and again same thing. WTF? figuring I would look at back at the shop, I dropped it in the trailer and fired the 357. Ran fine for the first hour, then after stopping to yack with a nosy neighbor, it also performed the same trick as the 372. Fuel all over the place and refused to start.Being the common denominator, I dumped the fuel jug this morning and have had no problems all day with fresh fuel, although it was pretty warm today as well. Fuel in the jug wasnt old, less than two weeks old,but still it puzzled me. Saws acted like a vapor lock, after pulling the fuel lines you could plainly hear a hissing sound like pressure was relieved, but I have never had a saw do this before.

Foothills of TN
Equipment - Jonsered 2095SummaryHas anyone ever seen this? I was quartering some maple logs with my Johnsered 2095 and stopped it to clear the noodles from under the clutch cover and adjust the chain. Went ahead and checked the fuel while I had it off and the fuel was (for back of a better word) boiling in the tank. Is this common in saws with a metal fuel tank? Just wondering. Sorry to sound ignorant but I dont know the answer, and the words I used to try to search resulted in nothing.

Coastal SC
Equipment - Stihl MS200SummaryA couple of times now I've run the 200 a little hard before grabbing a bigger saw. It shuts off early. I go to check the fuel, open the cap, and get 2-cycle gas spewing in my face. Not cool.After my eyes stop burning, I check the tank and the gas is literally bubbling (looks like it's boiling) inside. What gives? The saw otherwise performs great

N/A
Equipment - giant vac leaf blower 16 hpSummarymy 16hp giant vac leaf blower was out for its first use this season. after half an hour i shut it off, put it in the trailer and noticed the gas tank was bulging out. i loosened the gas cap and it almost blew off. the tank was very hot to the touch. i looked in when i heard a noise, it was the gas bubbling! I took all the shrouds off to clean it expecting to find a mouse nest but there wasnt really much debris at all on the engine fins. im at a loss. the only reason i can think of is it usually runs in the 30-50 degree weather in the fall, not 80 degrees like today. 

N/A
Equipment - Gas CanSummaryOk, so I got that old Echo running pretty good now. It's a smaller saw but it'll cut anything I set the chain to. New problem.I ran it out of gas cutting some wood for a BBQ a few minutes ago. When I refilled it I realized the gas I was pouring in was boiling. BOILING!? Talked to a logger friend by phone and he says it happens and he just lets it cool a minute and goes back to cutting. I'm thinking it's a bomb waiting to go off.Anyone ever seen this?

Troy, NC
Sticky Note
 August 2016 - Troy, NC - Stihl 044 with new fuel tank.  Operator drove to work site. When he opened the tank to add more fuel, fuel geysered.

Arappaho-Roosevlet NF during RX burn operations
STihl MS461 - October 10, 2016
October 10, 2016 - Pingree Hill Rx Fire - MS461 Stihl Chainsaw

rhgonzales
Sticky Note
Accepted set by rhgonzales

rhgonzales
Sticky Note
None set by rhgonzales

Mule Ridge, Ruby, AZ - June 4, 2016
Stihl MS461
July 4, 2016Stihl MS461

Yellow Jacket Rx
Sticky Note
September 19, 2015Jerry Can

Homestead Fire - Mohagony Butte, WY
June 16, 2016Dolmar

Avery Branch Fire
Sticky Note
Stihl Leaf BlowerNovember 2016

Bear Rock Prescribe Fire
Fuel geyser Incident
 10/29/2016 3:00:00 PM Southern Virginia George Washington and Jefferson National Forest/Clinch Ranger District. Bear Rock Prescribed Burn Leaf Blower Stihl BR-600. It was not running prior to incident. Ambient temperature =  82F.  Elevation =  2360 ft. Fire Line Construction fuel octane = 87. ethanol = 0 from Gas station 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

Piney Creek Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
3/20/2017 5:30:00 PM Eastern Missouri Mark Twain National Forest.  Piney Creek Wildfire Chainsaw Stihl MS-461 177301626 During the assignment, the saw had been running well. Just prior to the incident, it acted as if it was running out of fuel. ambient = 85. Elevation =   1397 feet, hiked = 0.25 miles snagging entire distance (approximately 6 trees) Snagging operations on wildfire.  Fuel octane rating  91 obtained from Gas station 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1

Golden Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 6/21/2017 6:00:00 PM Southwest New Mexico Farmington District/ Taos Field Office BLM.  Golden Fire Chain Saw Stihl MS-460 169907310 No issues reported. ambient temperature = 94 Deg. Elevation = 6800. hiked 200 yards Hot line construction on a wildland fire. Fuel obtained from from Ground Support on the Cajete Fire. fuel age = < 1 week 50:1  

Corner Fire (AZ-TNF-887)
Fuel Geyser Incident
6/19/2017 11:30:00 PM Southwest AZ. crew =  Custer-Gallatin T2-IA Y Corner Fire (AZ-TNF-887) Chain Saw Stihl MS-460. Elevation =  4000 ft. hiked =  1 mi.  Cutting hot line. fuel octane rating =  91 obtained from the  Local unit. 2 weeks to 1 month fuel mix. 50:1  

Frye Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 6/20/2017 1:00:00 PM Southwest Arizona . Frye Fire , Chain Saw =  Stihl  MS-460. Ambient temperature = 107F. Elevation =  4500 ft. Constructing Indirect Handline. Fuel octane 91 obtained from Gas station 1-2 weeks. fuel mix = 50:1  

San Juan National Forest
Fuel Geyser Incident
 6/15/2017 2:00:00 PM Northwest CO  San Juan National Forest. Chain Saw STIHL MS 441. In the weeks before the incident it was running very good.  In hours prior it was running poorly.  Sounded rough at idle. ambient temperature = 75. Elevation = 10000 ft.  

Tonto National Forest
Fuel Geyser Incident
 6/24/2017 11:00:00 AM Southwest Arizona Tonto. Chain Saw Stihl 462 (461)  running Fine. Ambient = 95-100. Elevation = 7000ft. Hiked 1.5 miles. Preparing a line for a later Rx   fuel from a Gas station 1 to 3 months 50:1  

Gremlin Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 6/29/2017 6:00:00 PM Southwest Arizona BLM AZ-CRD. Gremlin Fire Chain Saw Stihl MS-441C 177601159. ambient temperature= 102F. Elevation = 3500 ft. Hied 100 Yards. cutting fire line fuel octane = 87 from  Gas station 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

Montana 
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/5/2017 3:00:00 PM Rocky Mountain Montana. Chain Saw Stihl ms-261  running great. ambient =  90+, elevation = 6,800 ft.  We atv and started at 5,800 ft.  We atv 3 miles Cutting trees on newly constructed trail octane 85 approx. 10%ethanol Gas station 1-2 weeks 50:1  

Snowfield Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 6/20/2017 2:00:00 PM Great Basin Utah UT-SWS.  Snowfield Chain Saw Stihl MS-461 180112725 Normal in the beginning.  Then began to lug and want to die. ambient temperature = 112 ft. elevation =  5000 ft. Hiked 1/4 mile Mop up 85 octane per gas pump- up to 10% ethanol Gas station 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

Great Basin training S212
Fuel Geyser Incident
7/2/2017 1:30:00 PM Great Basin Utah UT-ZIP. Chain Saw Stihl MS-461 180112734 During S 212 training- New sawyers having a hard time pulling the cord hard enough to start the saw and also running the saw at less than full throttle- lugging the saw.  Saw ran mostly normal until the vapor lock began to occur. ambient = 85F. elevation =  7800 ft. Hiked  0.1 miles Saw training/project work.  85 octane up to 10% ethanol.  Gas station 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

Mitchell Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/6/2017 6:30:00 PM Northwest Washington DNR SES.  Mitchell Fire Chain Saw Still MS-5461  It was running well ambient temp = 96F. Elevation = 3800 ft.  Hiked 4 or 5 chains Mop Up Octane = 92 10% ethanol from Gas station 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

Uinta Wasach Cache National Forest
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/7/2017 11:00:00 AM Great Basin Utah Uinta Wasatch Cache.  Brush Saw Stihl 560c  Not Running, storage, transport and happened prior to starting. Ambient temp =  90 F. Elevation =  5000 ft transported by truck from 4300 to 5000 drove 15 miles clearing of small brush. 88 octane 0% ethanol from  Gas station 1-2 weeks 50:1  

Lava Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 6/24/2017 12:30:00 PM Southwest Arizona Prescott National Forest. Lava Fire Chain Saw Stihl 440  It ran well. ambient temperature = 113 F. Elevation = 3200 ft. Cutting of scrub oak and yucca on a wild fire. Octane = 92  Local unit 1-2 weeks 50:1  

Rocky Mountain Training in RO
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/13/2017 9:25:00 AM Rocky Mountain CO RO. Chain Saw Stihl MS-461  Sputtering. Ambient = 70F. Elevation =  5200 ft.    training   Gas station 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

Cheyenne River Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/14/2017 4:00:00 PM Rocky Mountain WY Bighorn NF. Cheyenne River Chain Saw Stihl  461 running Good. ambient = 95 F. Elevation =  4,000 ft. Flew in helicopter See above Fireline cutting burned log. gas from Local unit 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

Fremont-Winema National Forest
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/23/2017 3:00:00 PM Northwest OR Fremont-Winema National Forest. Chain Saw Stihl 440 175343282 Not running at all.  Saw engine was cold. ambient temp = 92F. Elevation =  4100 ft. drove from Ashland, OR to Klamath Falls, OR 1,949' The drive is 73 miles. Crew Inspection 85octane,  Gas station 1-2 weeks 50:1  

Mail Box Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/17/2017 4:30:00 PM Great Basin UTAH San Juan County. MAILBOX FIRE UT-SESPRI-7202 Chain Saw STIHL  MS-461  ABOUT 1 HOUR OF SAW WORK 85-90 DEGREES  7000 FT SAME ELEVATION  CUTTING SAW LINE / FIRE LINE    Gas station 1 to 3 months 50:1  

Stacy Road Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 2/5/2017 5:15:00 PM Southern Ky Structural Volunteer Fire Department. Stacy Road Fire Leaf Blower Stihl  BR600 . Elevation = 1200. hiked 900 1000 YARDS Line contruction on hardwood leaf litter fire. 87  Gas station > 6 months 50:1  

Roach Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 2:00:00 PM Southwest Arizona Near Phoenix. Roach Fire  Chain Saw Stihl ? ? ? ambient temperature = 110F. Elevation =  3000 ft   saw line ? ? Gas station 1-2 weeks 50:1  

#133
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/27/2017 12:00:00 PM Northwest Oregon North West Oregon District.  #133 Fire Chain Saw Stihl MS-461  running Perfect, then wanted to stall right before the incident. ambient = 85F. Elevation =  6000' 350' Cutting fire line 91 octane Non-ethanol Gas station > 6 months 50:1  

Wanblee Timber Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 7/18/2017 1:00:00 PM Rocky Mountain South Dakota SD-BDP Badlands national Park.  Wanblee Timber Fire Chain Saw Stihl 44  Did not want to start Ambient temperature = 106F. Elevation =  2200 ft.   Cutting a burning tree  10% ethanol from Local unit 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

#510 Horse Head Fire
Fuel Geyser Incident
 8/27/2017 2:30:00 PM Northwest Washington Diamond Lake. #510 Horse Head Fire Chain Saw Stihl MS-440. running Fine and dandy. ambient temprature =  88F. Elevation = 5600 ft. Hiked4.5 miles Cutting logs in the black 92 octane no ethanol  from Gas station 2 weeks to 1 month 50:1  

Maryland Fuel Can
Fuel Geyser Incident
9/25/2017 12:30:00 PM Eastern Maryland National Park Service.  Fuel Transport Container Eagle  UI50FS   91 ?  ~300 meters Brush clearing   Local unit 1-2 weeks   

West Virginia
Fuel Geyser Incident

Fuel Geyser Incident
March 20, 2018 - NRS-01.  Leaf Blower Stihl BR-600. Blower hadn't been started for several months  and was cold. It was located inside of a tool room. AIr Temperature = 72F.  Elevation =2500

West Virginia
Fuel Geyser Incident
West Virginia = March 20, 2018.  Fuel container.  Air temp = 70, Elevation =2500

South Dakota
Fuel Geyser Incident
May 28, 2018.  Stihl 011 avt. Fine before I shut it off.   A few minutes later it wouldn't run more than a couple seconds at a time.  Air temp = 90. Elevation = 1730. Octane = 87, 10 % Ethanol. 2 week to 1 month old fuel. 40:1 mix ratio

Tonto National Forest
Inserted Text
tion

Mallard Fire - Texas
Fuel Geyser Incident
May 14, 2018. Stihl MS 440. Saw was running well before incident. Air Temperature - 101 F, Elevation - 2400 ft. Fuel obtained from home unit.  No ethanol.

Mallard Fire - Texas
Fuel Geyser Incident

Tonto National Forest
Fuel Geyser Incident
May 14, 2018. Stihl MS440. Saw was not running well.  Air Temperature - 101 F, Elevation - 2400 ft. Fuel obtained from home unit.  No ethanol.

Sequoia NF
Fuel Geyser Incident
Date of Incident: Thu, 2018-06-07Time of Incident: 2:00 amGeographic Area: Southern CaliforniaState: CaliforniaUnit: SQF, WDRDDid it occur on an incident? NoEquipment Type: Chain SawMake: StihlModel: MS460Serial Number (if available): 177729864If this is a small engine, prior to the incident how was it running? Had problems starting. Thought he flooded the saw. Had to start on half choke all day Approximate Air Temperature (Fahrenheit): 79 Approximate Elevation the Geyser Occurred: 1500approximate elevation 1500. Hiked  1/4 mile.  practice line construction  Were actions taken to mitigate the impacts of a potential fuel geyser before the event occurred? Yes If actions were taken to mitigate the impacts of a fuel geyser what were they? The saw sat for about 15 minutes while doing maintenance (swapping chains out) then filled saw up before resuming work. This is when the geysering event occurred. After the geysering event occurred the sawyer noticed the fuel bubbling inside the tank.Fuel octane rating (if known): 87Fuel ethanol content (if known): unknown Where was the fuel acquired? Gas Station Other Fuel Acquired:How old is the fuel? 1 to 3 months  50:1 Is a fuel sample available? Yes

Sequoia NF 
Fuel Geyser Incident

Sequoia NF
Fuel Geyser Incident

Tonto National Forest
Fuel Geyser Incident
Date of Incident: Thu, 2018-06-07Time of Incident: 2:00 amGeographic Area: Southern CaliforniaState: CaliforniaUnit: SQF, WDRDEquipment Type: Chain SawMake: stihlModel: MS440Serial Number : 152154309Saw was running fine, no mechanical issues.Approximate Air Temperature (Fahrenheit): 79 Approximate Elevation: 1500. Hiked 1/4 mile What type of work was being performed?  practice line construction  Were actions taken to mitigate the impacts of a potential fuel geyser before the event occurred? No If actions were taken to mitigate the impacts of a fuel geyser what were they? While working with new sawyers. I stopped them to discuss chainsaw operations and saw handling techniques. This conversation was approximately10-15 minutes. After the discussion the sawyers went to top off the saw with fuel and bar oil. This is when the gersering event occurred. Previous to the discussion the saw was running as it should nothing to indicate that when the fuel cap was removed that it would geyser. After the geysering event the sawyer noticed that the fuel was bubbling inside the tank.Fuel octane rating (if known): 87Where was the fuel acquired? Gas Station How old is the fuel? 1 to 3 months50:1  Is a fuel sample available? Yes

Smith River NRA
Fuel Geyser Incident
Date of Incident: Mon, 2018-06-25Time of Incident: 2:18 pmGeographic Area: Northern CaliforniaState: CaliforniaUnit: Smith river NRADid it occur on an incident? NoIf yes, what was the incident name?Equipment Type: Chain SawOther:Make: StihlModel: 460Serial Number (if available):If this is a small engine, prior to the incident how was it running? was not running took off shelf to try and repair. Tank was full and been sitting for months. opened cap and fuel gushed all over.Approximate Air Temperature (Fahrenheit): 60 Approximate Elevation the Geyser Occurred: 400 ft.  What type of work was being performed? none. just repair on a none running saw. How old is the fuel? 1 to 3 months,  50:1 Is a fuel sample available? Yes

Deschutes National Forest
Fuel Geyser Incident
STIHL Model: 441 Sun, 2018-07-08,  2:30 pmOregon, Deschutes National Forest,  Chain Saw,  Runningpoorly- not getting enough fuel.Approximate Air Temperature (Fahrenheit): 81 Approximate Elevation: 5000 ft ,  What type of work was being performed? Brushing/thinning along both sides of a Forest Service road to provide access to emergency vehicles. Saw was running poorly initially and during field trouble shooting, the fuel cap was removed and a fuel geyser occurred. Fuel splashed on the operator, who was wearing PPE. The saw was not "hot" from extensive use and weather conditions were not extreme. No injuries resulted from the fuel geyser. Were actions taken to mitigate the impacts of a potential fuel geyser before the event occurred? Yes If actions were taken to mitigate the impacts of a fuel geyser what were they? Cap was cracked before opening, but pressure was great enough to blow cap off. Full PPE was worn.Fuel octane rating (if known): 91Fuel ethanol content (if known): Non-ethanol Where was the fuel acquired? Local Unit Other Fuel Acquired:How old is the fuel? 2 weeks to 1 monthIf the fuel was a two cycle mix, what was the mix ratio? 50:1




